Abu Dhabi (UAE)

Captivating culture, breath-taking luxury, exhilarating adventure, world-class training facilities and sports venues, and the warmth of Arabian hospitality await you in Abu Dhabi.

The UAE’s capital is an eventful city with an action-packed calendar - including a Formula 1TM Grand Prix, the World Cup of Sailing, a PGA golf championship, international art, music, sport, gourmet, heritage and cultural festivals, high profile business conferences, vibrant trade fairs – and for the first time in 2020, the FINA Swimming World Championships (25m).

But that’s not all. Away from the excitement of the event calendar, visitors can enjoy the peace and tranquility of Al Ain's cooling oases; indulge in delicious food and drink at an array of restaurants; feel awed by one of the world’s top landmarks – the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque; take on the planet’s fastest roller coaster at Ferrari World Abu Dhabi; sail along the UAE capital’s stunning coastline; sandboard in the Al Dhafra desert; and much more.

Whether you’re looking for an ultra-modern break, a family adventure, a luxurious haven, or to watch or compete in some of the world’s biggest sports events – there really is something for everyone in Abu Dhabi.